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The Parrys Carpets & Floor Solutions sales team has extensive 
knowledge across all facets of the flooring industry, so we can 
answer any floor covering question you may have. At Parrys, 
no sale is too small, and no request too difficult.

the team
L O C AT I O N S

Stewart Adams 
Flooring Solution Specialist

Stewart has had vast selling experience with a number 
of different flooring companies but has done his best 
work at Parrys.  His knowledge base of all things 
flooring make him a great asset for the company but 
especially for the Parrys customers who are looking for 
that extra care in detail for their flooring problem.

Justin Jordan 
Store Manager – Butler

Justin is a highly experience Flooring Solution Specialist 
and was on of Parrys originals many years ago with 
our renowned store in City West.  He has fine tuned 
his selling and management skills in alternative retail 
markets and loves a chat about many differing topics. If 
you love a ‘chin-wag’ see Justin in Butler.

Alain Aliphon 
Store Manager – Malaga

Alain is Parrys longest serving employee. Coming on 
to 30 years with the company there are many people 
North of the River who would know Alain and his 
Malaga store.  His extensive knowledge of all flooring 
types has made him one of the most sought after 
Flooring Specialists in Perth.

Syed Raihan 
Store Manager – Myaree

Syed has been with Parrys for the past 10 years and 
was an integral part in setting up and running our new 
store in Baldivis for the past 5 years. Now the Store 
Manager at Myaree, Syed uses his 19+ years’ flooring 
experience to great effect.

Gerard Pickerd 
Store Manager – Baldivis

Gerard is a renowned flooring expert with over 30 
years in the industry. Living and breathing the air 
in the Rockingham/Baldivis area is a bonus as he 
understands completely customers who are looking 
for flooring in that region. His motto "Love Local, Live 
Local, Shop Local."

Derek Martin 
Store Manager - Belmont

Derek comes to Parrys after extensive flooring 
experience in Victoria. After managing a number of 
stores in the Melbourne area, Derek brings his wealth 
of knowledge, successful sales techniques but most 
importantly his love of helping customers looking for 
their perfect floor.

John Feasey 
Flooring Solutions Specialist

John is a popular salesperson with Parrys customers 
because of his enthusiasm and relationship building 
attributes.  Alongside his extensive retail selling 
background, flooring has now become second nature 
to John and his ideas of interior design are helpful to all 
astute buyers. 

BUTLER
Unit 4, 8 Butler Boulevard 
Butler WA 6036
(08) 9595 3301

MALAGA
Unit 1, 1924 Beach Rd, 
Malaga WA 6090 Malaga
(08) 9249 5455

BELMONT
203 Alexander Rd 
Belmont WA 6104
(08) 9478 5588

MYAREE
Unit 3, 98 Norma Road 
Myaree WA 6154
(08) 6153 0439 

Baldivis
Unit 1, 58 Goulburn Rd, 
Baldivis WA 6171
(08) 9529 0036

parryscarpets.com.au



For many, there is nothing better than escaping the wild winter 
weather and sitting on a comfortable carpet, in front of a warm 
fire, sipping a red wine or single malt whisky and letting the 
stresses of life fade away.

If this sounds familiar, then you’ll be pleased to hear that we 
currently have an amazing selection of Wool, Nylon, Polyester and 
Polypropylene carpets that cater for all budgets, colours and styles, 
including some 'end of roll' remnants at massively reduced prices.

If carpet isn’t your thing and you are looking for a change this 
winter, then perhaps it is worth getting rid of those old floor tiles 
and replacing them with the warm and welcoming look and feel of a 
Hybrid or Timber floor. 

A customer mentioned to me the other day that the most 'used thing 
in their house' was their floor and while I have never really thought 
about it that way, what they said was absolutely correct. It is important 
to take the time in choosing the right flooring for your needs, so make 
sure you come down to one of our stores where our Flooring Solution 
team can help you along the way.

Enjoy our Winter Bella magazine.
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Ian Minottii 
General Manager
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FINISHES

In both the sheet vinyl and vinyl 
plank ranges there is a variety of 
finishes. Traditionally wood look 

flooring is the most popular but ask 
about our tile and granite looks as 

well if that is your desire.

ASK ABOUT OUR

WOOD, TILE & 
GRANITE LOOK 

FINISHES

My grandmother had wool carpets; her mum probably had wool 
carpets as well, and if carpet was around back further, her mum 
may also have had wool carpets.

 In todays’ world, the selection of carpets comes down to ‘feel, colour 
choice, design and perhaps texture’. Based on this carpets are more 
than just wool. There is man-made fibres to consider as well like Nylon, 
Polyester or Polypropylene.

 Wool and nylon fabrics are the only two carpets that are fire rated. If 
you have apartments or a commercial situation it is vital that fire rated 
carpets are used in their correct application.

Wool carpets may get fuzzy, can ‘pill’ is the appropriate word. So if you 
have a wool carpet, wool can come out and can float around through 
your house for a period of time. With the man-made fibres, that doesn't 
happen. 

 When considering Polyester or Nylon. Polyester sometimes is softer 
than Nylon, but Nylon is a lot more durable than the Polyester carpet. 
So if you're installing on staircases, for example, nylon will work a lot 
better than a polyester carpet. 

Polypropylene carpets are fantastic because they're budget entry level 
carpets. Perfect for rental properties. So if you own an investment 
property, lay a polypropylene carpet and it'll last for a long, long time.

At the end of the day, it all depends on which way you want to go, 
and the application for this carpet. Are you building new house? Are 
you selling your house? Are you renting a house? Or have you got a 
commercial situation? Based on all that information we can advise you 
at Parrys Flooring Solutions, should you have a wool or man-made fibre 
and which one to pick from. 

types of carpet
talks about
Parrys

ROOM SIZE REMNANTS

Parrys has End of rolls and room 
size pieces drastically discounted 
that include Free Laying and Free 

Underlay. Look for the clearly marked 
tickets. What a bargain!

FREE LAYING 
& FREE UNDERLAY

  65%OFF
SAVE UP TO

FAMILY & PET 
PROOF CARPET

RENOVATION
SOLUTION

  $9.90m2

FR
OM

RENOVATION SOLUTION

To ease the stress of kids and pets 
destroying your carpet Parrys has a 

unique deal of carpet that can handle 
the battering. Come into our stores 

and check it out.

* Prices and offers are valid till 31th August 2022 or while stocks last 

Come on down and see us. 
We can give you a hand on that.
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Parrys

While many people may know the basic differences between a 
natural wool carpet and a synthetic one, it is important to also 
understand what you can expect when your wool carpet is newly 
installed.   

Sprouting
Weird in name but quite common in nature, ‘sprouting’ is when a single 
tuft lifts from the carpets pile surface. 

In most situations, sprouting can be easily rectified in a cut pile carpet 
by gently trimming the tufts with a pair of sharp scissors but make sure 
you do not pull the tuft, as this could further damage the area.

If you have a loop pile carpet do not cut the tuft! Instead, please contact 
the experienced team at Parrys to discuss your options - which may 
involve professional repair.

Fluffing 
If you notice your vacuum filling up with bits of fibre from your new 
carpet – do not be alarmed as this is just remnants of fibre from when 
the carpet was manufactured. Known as ‘fluffing’, these little fibre balls 
commonly appear on the surface of new carpets and while they may 
seem unsightly at first, they will soon vanish after several thorough 
vacuums. 

On loop pile carpets, you may find this fluff is harder to dislodge, but a 
strong vacuum should normally do the trick.

Tracking vs. permanent shading
There is no doubt that many of you would have experienced ‘tracking’, 
which is when imprints are left by your footprints on the carpet surface. 

Tracking is most common with plusher type carpets, and while it will 
disappear with a thorough vacuum, it will also likely reappear next time 
the carpet is walked on. As such, it is important to make sure you pay 
extra attention to those areas with high foot traffic like hallways. 

Likewise, if you have a plush or cut pile carpet, you may notice that it 
develops lighter or darker patches over time. This is known as "shading" 
and happens when the carpet fibres are permanently bent or folded 
over. While it is impossible to predict where and when shading may 
occur, it is most often related to where the carpet is located.

Shading does not affect the durability of the carpet and can appear 
several months after installation. 

What to expect
Wool:

Second time I've purchased with Parrys. Derek has 
been nothing but helpful. Promp friendly and nothing 
too much trouble.

Would recommend

1 month ago

Kate Page

Need help choosing? Contact our friendly staff and we’ll 
help you find the right flooring product for your needs.

Whether it’s a renovation or a new build, we’ve got all your 
flooring needs in one spot.

Fading
Unsurprisingly, if parts of your wool carpet are exposed to direct 
sunlight there is, over time, the chance that it may fade or discolour. 
While this can affect all carpets, there are some types that are more 
fade resistant than others. So, if your carpet is likely to see a lot of sun, 
make sure you do your research into which types of carpet are best. 
Alternatively, pop into one of our Parrys stores and our experienced 
team can help shine the light on what is appropriate for you.

Furniture marks
When using heavy furniture, it is important to remember to use 
furniture cups and move the furniture regularly (a few centimetres is 
fine) to prevent unsightly indentations and damage to your carpet.
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* Prices and offers are valid till 31th August 2022 or while stocks last 

Hybrid Flooring 
Laminate vs

What’s the 
difference?

Ask our experts about floating floors, laminate versus hybrid.

LAMINATE FLOORING

Beautiful Oak finishes 
on our entry level laminates. 

DIY and Cash & Carry with our 
extensive stock lines in our 

warehouses.

  $23.90m2

IMPORTED 
LAMINATE FLOORING 
VARIETY OF COLOURS

RENOVATION
SOLUTION

FR
OM

RESILIENT FLOORING

Quick and easy flooring cut off a 4 
metre wide roll. No hassles, no fuss, 
perfect for heavy traffic areas. Easy 

maintenance and cleaning.

4M WIDE SHEET 
VINYL EUROPEAN 

TOP CLASS

SELLING
SOLUTION

  $27.50m2

FR
OM

ENGINEERED TIMBER 

Want the real wood experience 
at much less the cost? 

Come and have a look at the quality 
engineered ranges at our Parrys 

stores.

HIGH END 14mm 
ENGINEERED TIMBER 

FLOORING

NEW HOME
SOLUTION

  $79.00m2

FR
OM

EASY DIY

Ranges from DIY 'Peel & Stick' 
directly to the concrete floor to 
commercially glued down vinyl 

planks.

  $18.90m2

FR
OM

LUXURY 
VINYL PLANK

EASY DIY INSTALL

RENTAL
SOLUTION

One of the biggest questions we are asked at Parrys from our 
customers is about hard flooring and the different sorts of hard 
flooring you can purchase, especially floating floors.

Now, floating floors come traditionally as the old laminate. Laminate 
has been around for about 30 years, timber looks that are much 
cheaper than the real timber, a click system that joins together, easy 
to install, comes in great colours, are scratch resistant, and are very 
resilient floors.  The new kid on the block, for the floating flooring, is 
now what they call ‘hybrid flooring’.

Hybrid flooring looks exactly the same as laminate, comes with a 
huge range of decors, wonderful clicking systems, joins together easy 
to do yourself and as an extra bonus … it is 100% waterproof. Hybrid 
flooring is made with a solid composite structure inside and wrapped 
in vinyl. So at the end of the day, if you're interested in any of our 
floating floors, come down to one of our Parrys stores.

EXPERT TIP

"Something to keep in mind is that carpet can harbour 
dust and allergens so if you have children that suffer 
from asthma or allergies, you might want to consider 

other low-allergy flooring options which are available.”
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Ask our experts and they'll give you a hand on that.

Glued Down
Floating Floors vs 

What’s the 
difference?

What’s the 
difference?

FAQ

What are the differences between solid timber and 
engineered wood?

Solid timber flooring is made of complete, single pieces 
of timber. Each plank is unique in look and characteristics 
to the trees that they have been sourced from. While the 
durability of hardwood makes it an attractive option, the 

slow-growing nature of these trees means that this type of 
flooring can be an expensive option.  

Engineered timber flooring retains the look of solid timber 
flooring while being more affordable for budget-conscious 
owners. It features a layer of genuine hardwood, such as 
Blackbutt, Jarrah and Spotted Gum, over layers of sturdy 
plywood, topped with a protective finish. Just like solid 
timber flooring, any scuffs or scratches on engineered 
timber flooring can be sanded down and refinished.

Need help choosing? Contact our friendly staff and we’ll 
help you find the right flooring product for your needs.

Whether it’s a renovation or a new build, we’ve got all your 
flooring needs in one spot.

ENGINEERED TIMBER 

Want the real wood experience 
at much less the cost? 

Come and have a look at the quality 
engineered ranges at our Parrys 

stores.

HIGH END 14mm 
ENGINEERED TIMBER 

FLOORING

NEW HOME
SOLUTION

  $79.00m2

FR
OM

There are two types of hard floors that we have here at Parrys 
Flooring Solutions. One is a floating floor which clicks together, 
and the other is glued down.

The floating floors, traditionally laminate or the new one called Hybrid 
flooring are both made with the DIY idea. It has a joining system and 
clicks together that you can get a professional to do. If you're handy 
with the tools, you can do it yourself.

The other choice you have is a glued down floor. These floors comes 
in panels just like a hard floor but the construction makes it a little bit 
different. So when it comes to laying these, they have to be glued 
down to hug the floor. You have to make sure you prepare the floors 
very, very well so as to have a level sub-floor to install on. 

 If you're interested in either of these two hard flooring types, come 
down to one of the Parrys Flooring Solutions stores, five locations 
across Perth. FINISHES

In both the sheet vinyl and vinyl 
plank ranges there is a variety of 
finishes. Traditionally wood look 

flooring is the most popular but ask 
about our tile and granite looks as 

well if that is your desire.

ASK ABOUT OUR

WOOD, TILE & 
GRANITE LOOK 

FINISHES
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Ahh kids and your flooring – need I say more…
As much as we love our kids it goes without saying that sometimes 
they are not the best for your floor. It seems no matter how many 
times you tell them to drink at the table, as soon as you turn your 
back, they have spilt orange juice all over your freshly mopped 
tiles; or when you discover, yet again, that every shade of crayon 
has found its way across your clean carpet. No matter how 
appreciative you are of seeing ‘luv u mummy’ written in Crayola 
red, this gratitude soon disappears when you are on your hands 
and knees scrubbing it off as soon as you get them to sleep.

You probably never thought much about the durability of flooring 
before kids came along, but now it consumes you with every step, 
crawl, dribble and spill.

Believe us, at Parrys, we’ve heard about how kids and flooring don’t 
mix, and no doubt we’ll keep hearing about it for years to come. But, 
like we tell all our customers, the good news is that some flooring is 
kid friendly – so here is a guide to help you with your decision making.

Vinyl (Sheet or Hybrid Planks)
Durable and easy to maintain, Vinyl is an ever-popular family-friendly 
flooring choice. Easy to clean, Vinyl takes the worry out of the 
inevitable spills, marks and accidents that are sure to happen. Not 
only is it water and stain resistant, but you’ll be also pleased to hear 
that Vinyl is very difficult to rip, tear, or be severely damaged. In 
addition, technology and designs have come a long way in the past 
few years and Vinyl is now proving to be a stylish and cost-effective 
option.

Laminate
Not only is Laminate flooring also water and scratch resistant, but it 
also provides the warm, timbered look of hardwood flooring; without 
the price tag. Laminate floors are easily cleaned and their scratch 
resistance makes them especially suitable and appealing to families.

Additionally, as dirt, pollen and dust can’t penetrate the surface, 
Laminate is a great choice for those people who have family members 
that suffer from allergies.

with children
Best Flooring for your home
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Carpet
First up, don’t be afraid of carpet! Soft underfoot, carpet has natural 
sound-absorbing and insulating qualities that make it a great choice 
if you have kids running around the house. It will keep you warm and 
any tumbles or stacks will be lessened due to carpets soft touch. 
As such, it comes as no surprise that carpet is a good option for 
staircases where slips and falls can be more common.

Something to keep in mind is that carpet can harbour dust and 
allergens so if you have children that suffer from asthma or allergies, 
you might want to consider other low-allergy flooring options which 
are available.

No matter if you have one child or ten, you can be sure that Parrys 
have the perfect flooring solution. (Come speak to one of our sales 
team at one of our stores in Perth today – oh, and bring the kids!).

Who will install my new carpet?

At Parrys, we supply and install carpet and 
floorcoverings in all suburbs as far as Yanchep 

down past Mandurah including all Perth suburbs. 
Our carpet installation service is part of the sales 

package or after-sales service. You can discuss 
details of our carpet installation service with one 
of our Parrys sales consultants during the sales 

negotiation.

Note that all Parrys carpets should be installed on 
a new underlay that is compatible with the quality, 

and proposed use of your carpet.

NEED HELP CHOOSING?

Contact our friendly 
staff and we’ll help you 
find the right flooring 
product for your 
needs – whether it’s 
a renovation or a new 
build, we’ve got all 
your flooring needs.

CARPET PACKAGES

Synthetic carpets have come such 
a long way since their introduction 

and are a great choice for those with 
younger families who need an extra 

bit of durability for their flooring.

RENTAL SOLUTION

Something better and classier?  
Our thicker laminate ranges provide 

that extra something for the 
discerning buyer.

INSTALLATION SERVICES

If you are investing in a beautiful 
timber floor it pays to have an 
expert install it for you for the 

maximum results. Ask us about our 
professional and experienced layers.

ASK ABOUT OUR

PROFESSIONAL 
INSTALLATION 

SERVICES

CARPET PACKAGES

Tough and durable Nylon is a very 
strong fibre.  If you’re looking for 

nylon carpets, Parrys is one of the 
biggest stockists of carpet remnants 

and rolls in Perth!

* Prices and offers are valid till 31th August 2022 or while stocks last 

  $36.90m2

FR
OM

QUALITY 12mm  
TOP CLASS LAMINATE 

FLOORING

RENTAL
SOLUTION

WHOLE OF HOME 
CARPET PACKAGES

45ou SOLUTION DYED NYLON

NEW HOME
SOLUTION

  $3990FR
OM  $2290

WHOLE OF HOME 
CARPET PACKAGES    

[73.2m2]

RENTAL
SOLUTION

FR
OM
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dunlopunderlay.com.au

Designed with supreme durability and performance, Parry’s 
Comfort Plus underlay offers increased softness underfoot and 
is guaranteed to last the life of your carpet.

Add the extra comfort to your home.Add the extra comfort to your home.

Acts as a thermal 
insulator, retaining 

more heat in the winter

Makes carpet feel 
richer, thicker and 

more luxurious

Improves carpet 
appearance and extends 

it’s life by absorbing impact

Picture this… After weighing up all the options, you’ve finally 
decided that carpet is perfect for your needs. You’ve debated 
about the pros and cons of every colour choice and have 
measured and remeasured every space – time and time again. 
You feel prepared and ready to make a confident and assured 
decision when you walk through the doors of your local Parrys 
store. There is nothing to stop you now and without a doubt, 
you’ll be seeing carpet down in your house by the end of the 
week…

Then, one simple question makes your heart sink – “Will that be 
loop or cut pile carpet?” Suddenly you begin to question everything, 
“I didn’t know about this…what on earth are they talking about? 
When was this a thing, is this a thing, do I need to choose a different 
flooring?”

And just like that, your visions of being a carpet champion have been 
well and truly floored (pun intended).

Don’t panic, Parrys can help.
Without doubt, one of the most common questions we get asked is 
‘What’s the difference and which is better – Loop or cut pile?’ We are 
actually surprised when the question doesn’t get asked as it is a very 
important decision when choosing your carpet. Therefore, to help you 
become the carpet champion we know you can be – read on.

Whilst the choice is ultimately dependant on your situation, it is 
important that we start with the basics – what is carpet pile?

Pile is the part of the carpet that you come into contact with, 
you know, the outward/upward facing part. Made up of fibres in 
tufts, loops, or strands, the pile of a carpet is its most defining 
characteristic.

Now, with the basics out of the way, we can look at the first 
option of what is loop pile carpet?

As the name implies, loop pile (or round wire) carpet features loops of 
yarn constructed tightly and closely together so that the loops stand 
and form a level surface for the carpet. When a carpet maker wants 
to create textured patterns, they often use loops at varying heights 
to construct the design. This type of carpet is low maintenance, 
hard wearing and very versatile, which means it is often used in 
commercial spaces and high traffic areas.

One thing to keep in mind is that if the loops get caught or pulled, they 
can actually unravel the carpet. This means that loop pile carpet is not 
really ideal for pets with long claws, and you also have to take care 
when dragging things over the carpet in order to avoid unravelling it.

So now you know all about loop, let’s talk about is cut pile carpet.

Cut pile carpets are achieved by cutting the tops of the loops, so 
the pile stands upright with an even smooth surface that produces 
a luxurious and formal look. It makes sense that cut pile is a popular 
choice with homeowners as it tends to provide a softer and more 
plush feeling underfoot. Less resilient than loop, cut pile can 
‘blossom’ over time – This is when the cut ends begin to unravel 
which can make the carpet look aged and frayed.

So, there you have it – a quick beginners guide to cut and loop pile. 
These are the two main carpet styles, and while we don’t want to 
confuse the matter further, if you are set on becoming the ‘Carpet 
Champion of Champions’ you can look at a variance of other styles 
including cut pile twist, cut pile plush, level loop pile, loop & cut pile 
and sisal.

However, that may be for a different time, so here is some further 
reading if you require (Parrys carpet-styles). Even better, come and 
discuss your new-found knowledge with the team at Parrys and 
chances are you’ll have that carpet in before-you-know-it after all.

or cut pile carpet?

Will that be

loop pile carpet
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dunlopunderlay.com.au

Designed with supreme durability and performance, Parry’s 
Comfort Plus underlay offers increased softness underfoot and 
is guaranteed to last the life of your carpet.

Add the extra comfort to your home.Add the extra comfort to your home.

Acts as a thermal 
insulator, retaining 

more heat in the winter

Makes carpet feel 
richer, thicker and 

more luxurious

Improves carpet 
appearance and extends 

it’s life by absorbing impact

INSTALLATION SERVICES

If you are not the handyman we offer 
professional installation services. 

Our layers have been with Parrys for 
many years and it is difficult to find 

better.

ASK ABOUT OUR

PROFESSIONAL 
INSTALLATION 

SERVICES

JOIN SYSTEMS

Product ranges come in the simple 
'uniclic' systems that DIY installers 
love as well as the tradition 'tongue 

& groove' joining systems.

ASK ABOUT OUR

BOTH CLIC AND 
TONGUE 

& GROOVE

HYBRID FLOORING

5.5mm Aquaclic Hybrid flooring 
is our most popular hard 
flooring range in Parrys.

  $37.90m2

FR
OM

5.5M WIDE 
AQUACLIC HYBRID 

PLANK LATEST FLOORING

NEW HOME
SOLUTION

A really good experience from the selection 
process (thanks Derek!) to the installation of our 
carpet. Very happy with Parry's Belmont - highly 
recommend this store.

11 months ago

Heather McNaught



While many people love the concept of stairs in their home, 
imagining the charm, elegance and grandeur, not many people 
consider how practical those stairs will be when they have a 
family, or when they get older. Thankfully, no matter what stage of 
life you are in, or will be, with the right flooring, you can be sure 
your stairs will be practical, safe and stylish for years to come.

As everyone has varying circumstances when deciding on appropriate 
flooring for stairs, we have created this quick guide to the options 
available:

It is warm, soft and keeps the noise to a minimum and while Carpet 
won’t stop every bump and bruise, it will go a long way to making your 
stairs safer for the younger members of your family. Plus, as loop pile 
and some cut pile carpet is quite durable, it can withstand a decent 
amount of foot traffic and with a plethora of styles, colours and price 
options available, you’ll be spoilt for choice.

If you don’t wish to cover all your stairs, Carpet Runners can offer a 
viable alternative. Carpet Runners offer many of the same benefits 
as carpet and can blend in with pre-existing flooring if that is a 
requirement.

Not only is it elegant and beautiful, Hardwood is also one of the 
easiest to types of floor to clean and maintain. Hardwood flooring can 
take high levels of foot traffic over a very long time however don’t 
forget that it will likely be a more slippery and noisier alternative.

Tough and durable, Luxury Vinyl Plank (LVP) is very good for stairs 
with a lot of foot traffic. Like Hardwood, it is easy to clean, and with 
plenty of styles available, you can achieve the look you are after at a 
cost-effective price. Whilst not as quiet as carpet or carpet runners, 
Luxury Vinyl Plank is a very popular choice and can last up to 25 
years if taken good care of.

options for stairs
Best flooring
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If you’re still unsure we strongly suggest you visiting 
one of our five Perth stores and speak to one of our 

experienced staff for more expert advice on choosing 
flooring your stairs.

Why wait, now is the time to take the next step! Google reviews

Customer service was great and educated me to 
points I was not aware off like the need for a stair 
rated carpet. I would like to thank in particularly 
the carpet installing technician ‘Brad’ who did an 
outstanding job and totally professional. 
Thanks guys.

2  months ago

Luke Leeden

FIX MY
FLOOR
COMPETITION

Thank you to everyone who entered our Fix my floor 
competition.
Entries have closed for the Fix My Flooring Competition for 2022. 
Winners will be announced shortly and displayed on our website 
and in our Spring Magazine.

Because of the success of this competition, keep an eye out for its 
return in 2023.
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so revolutionary?
Hybrid Flooring
Why is

First there was vinyl, then there was laminate. Now, the new kid 
on the floor covering block is the aptly named hybrid flooring.

Hybrid flooring is exactly what it sounds like. It is a fusion of two of 
the existing – and well-known – flooring options that are currently on 
the market. Hybrid flooring can do what current flooring options can’t, 
without taking away from the finished look or compromising on that all-
important underfoot comfort.

Want to know more about the product that is making waves across 
Australia? We answer some of the most commonly asked questions 
about hybrid flooring below.

What is hybrid flooring?
Hybrid flooring is a revolutionary new product that gives you the look 
of hardwood while combining the best attributes of laminate and 
vinyl floors. It has the rigidity that vinyl lacks, but more to offer than a 
traditional laminate. The result is a floor that is stylish, durable and fully 
waterproof.

Why is hybrid flooring so revolutionary?
Hybrid flooring is dubbed as the next generation in flooring technology. 
Thanks to it being 100% waterproof (not just water resistant), is the 
first rigid flooring product that isn’t room exclusive. That means you can 
have hybrid flooring installed in any room in your house, including your 
kitchen, laundry and even your bathroom.

It is never recommended to install traditional laminate in rooms where 
damp might be an issue, but the waterproof hybrid flooring works a 
treat in those areas.

Finally, a hard-wearing, hardwood-look flooring that you can keep 
consistent and lay anywhere in the house!

What are the features of hybrid flooring?
Hybrid flooring is a very resilient floor covering. Not only is it 100% 
waterproof thanks to the limestone composite core board, but it 

can withstand direct heat and extreme cold. Even with underfloor 
heating or in fluctuating temperatures, the boards expand and contract 
minimally. This means no lifting, cracking or buckling of your flooring as 
the temperature changes. The same technology that makes the hybrid 
flooring waterproof also keeps it odour-proof. Why is this important? 
Well, the fact that the flooring is odour-proof, combined with the 
non-scratch surface and stain resistance, makes it perfect for laying in 
homes with pets.

How do you install hybrid flooring?
The hybrid flooring installation process is exactly the same as with 
laminate flooring. Using a click and lock system, the hybrid boards slide 
and secure into each other with ease.

Where can I get hybrid flooring in Perth?
Hybrid flooring is becoming increasingly popular in Perth and Australia. 
We have a great range of very competitively priced hybrid flooring 
available in our Parrys Belmont, Malaga, Baldivis, Butler & Myaree 
warehouses.

Google reviews

Went in to look at vinyl plank flooring. Ian was so 
helpful. Nothing was to much trouble. Lovely man. 
Thank you.

a year ago

Elaine Ullah

You won’t find a better deal anywhere else!
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flooring specialswhilst 
stocks last

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
SELF STICK 
COMMERCIAL 
RATED

DRY BACK 
GLUED DAWN. 
MANY DESIGNS 
AND COLOURS

LUXURY 
LOOSE LAY 
5.00mm 
ACOUSTIC 
PLUS

CHEAPEST 
IN PERTH

ONLY 
$18.90m2

CHEAPEST 
IN PERTH

FROM ONLY 
$29.90m2

CHEAPEST 
IN PERTH

ONLY 
$42.90m2

28 OUNCE WOOL LOOP NOW $2,995

30  OUNCE WOOL TWIST NOW $3,290

36  OUNCE WOOL BERBER NOW $3,390

36  OUNCE WOOL PLUSH NOW $3,490

36  OUNCE WOOL TWIST NOW $3,390

38  OUNCE WOOL HEOTHER TWIST NOW $3,995

39  OUNCE WOOL TWIST NOW $3,595

40  OUNCE WOOL TWIST NOW $3,595

40  OUNCE WOOL TWIST NOW $3,690

44  OUNCE WOOL TWIST NOW $3,290

45  OUNCE WOOL PATTERNED LOOP NOW $3,390

48  OUNCE WOOL TEXTURED LOOP NOW $3,990

48  OUNCE WOOL PLUSH NOW $3,990

48  OUNCE WOOL TWIST NOW $3,595

50  OUNCE WOOL PLUSH NOW $3,990

80/20 WOOL BLEND TEXTURED NOW $3,690

ALL PRICES INCLUDE LAYING & UNDERLAY-BASED ON 73.2m2 FLOOR

Whole Home Carpet Specials

Vinyl Plank - Quality & Durable  UP T0 50% OFF

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

CALL PARRYS
9478 5588

Whole Of Home Wool Carpet Specials 
Under $4000

100% Wool Textured Loop Specials 
from $2495

BASED ON 
73.2m2 FLOOR … 
ALL UNDER $4000

CAVALIER BREMWORTH 
100% NZ WOOL 

(NOTHING MORE TO PAY!)

UP TO 60% OFF 
UNBELIEVABLE 
PRICES

BASED ON 
73.2m2 FLOOR 
FROM $2495

(NOTHING MORE TO PAY!)

OVER 25% OFF 

YOU KIDDING ME?

… AND MANY MORE 
ON OUR SUPER SELLING 
FLOORS



BELMONT
Tel. 9478 5588 
203 Alexander Rd 
Belmont WA 6104
HEAD OFFICE

BALDIVIS
Tel. 9529 0036 
Unit 1, 58 Goulburn Rd 
Baldivis WA 6171

parryscarpets.com.au

MALAGA
Tel. 9249 5455 
Unit 1, 1924 Beach Rd 
Malaga WA 6090

BUTLER
Tel. 9595 3301  
Unit 4, 8 Butler Blvd
Butler WA 6036

MYAREE
Tel. 6153 0439 
Unit 3, 98 Norma Rd
Myaree WA 6154

OPEN 
SEVEN DAYS
SEE WEBSITE FOR STORE TIMES

* Look for clearly marked TICKETED ITEMS instore only. Conditions apply. See website for details.

FREE LAYING* FREE ADVICE WA OWNEDFREE UNDERLAY* FREE STORAGE

Buy now, pay later
INTEREST FREE*.
* Conditions apply see parryscarpets.com.au for details

CARPETS • TIMBERS • VINYLS • HYBRID • LAMINATE • VINYL PLANKS • REMNANTS

  $2990
WHOLE OF HOME 

TWIST PILE PACKAGE
  [73.2m2]

SELLING
SOLUTION

FR
OM

WHOLE OF HOME
LOOP PILE PACKAGE    

[73.2m2]

RENOVATION
SOLUTION

  $2490FR
OM

  $2290
WHOLE OF HOME 

CARPET PACKAGES    
[73.2m2]

RENTAL
SOLUTION

FR
OM

ROOM SIZE 
REMNANTS FREE LAYING 

& FREE UNDERLAY

SELLING
SOLUTION

  65%OFF
SAVE UP TO

*SALE ENDS THURSDAY 30TH JUNE AT 5PM OR WHILST STOCKS LAST. 
† OFF CLEARLY MARKED STOCK IN STORE.

DOWNLOAD OUR 
NEW AUTUMN MAGAZINE TODAY

parryscarpets.com.au

WHILST STOCKS LAST
DOWNLOAD OUR NEW WINTER MAGAZINE TODAY

parryscarpets.com.au

SALE ON NOW

  $18.90m2
FR

OM

LUXURY 
VINYL PLANK

EASY DIY INSTALL

RENTAL
SOLUTION

  $37.90m2

FR
OM

QUALITY
HYBRID PLANK

LATEST FLOORING

NEW HOME
SOLUTION

4M WIDE SHEET 
VINYL EUROPEAN 

TOP CLASS

SELLING
SOLUTION

  $27.50m2

FR
OM

  $23.90m2

IMPORTED 
LAMINATE FLOORING 
VARIETY OF COLOURS

RENOVATION
SOLUTION

FR
OM

HIGH END 14mm 
ENGINEERED TIMBER 

FLOORING

NEW HOME
SOLUTION

  $79.00m2

FR
OM

WHOLE OF HOME 
CARPET PACKAGES

32ou SOLUTION DYED NYLON

RENOVATION
SOLUTION

  $3590FR
OM


